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Dear visitors,

The preparations for the spring exhibitions have involved a creative 
tug-of-war here at Magasin 3. It has been a while since we have 
shown so many works from our own collection, and some large-scale 
installations are returning for a new generation of visitors to discover. 
The past few months have seen lively discussions about what should 
be shown and where. Much thought has gone into the placement of 
certain works, involving a give and take between the different cura-
tors – which is how things really work when you have an incredible 
collection of works from which to choose and independent minds 
working together. 

To present art in a meaningful way always involves various challeng-
es. It is crucial that the context and theme of an exhibition are linked 
so that the integrity of each work is conveyed. These aspects always 
play a vital role when Tessa Praun and Richard Julin work together on 
an exhibition, and for this I am deeply grateful. 

I have probably expressed these thoughts before in earlier texts but 
presenting an exhibition like I’m Still Here is truly a pleasure – and I 
hope that you as a visitor feel the same. 

Our warmest welcome,

David Neuman
Museum Director



I’m Still Here
 
The title of the exhibition is like a poetic depiction of the human state. 
It marks a pause in the constant search for identity, and acts as a re-
assuring confirmation of one’s own existence.

I’m Still Here presents sculpture, painting, photography, installations 
and film works by twenty Swedish and international artists from the 
Magasin 3 collection. Some works are being shown at Magasin 3 for 
the first time. The exhibition also sees the return of a number of art-
works produced specifically for us, such as Pipilotti Rist’s monumen-
tal Tyngdkraft, var min vän (Gravity, Be My Friend), and major works 
by Christian Boltanski, John Bock, Sofia Hultén and Lars Nilsson.

The selected works draw out different aspects of what it means to 
be human. Mirroring the complexity of the human experience, the 
exhibition is a fragmentary compilation of character traits, behavioral 
patterns and impulses. 

Richard Julin and Tessa Praun
Exhibition curators

Tom Friedman, I’m Not Myself, 2009 (detail). Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



SANTIAGO SIERRA

DOOR PLATE, 2006
Metal sign (aluminum cast relief)
Edition XIV/XV
59 × 69 × 2 cm

As human beings we define ourselves through others. We give shape 
to our selves and form social groups through a process of inclusion 
and exclusion. The desire to belong to a group is part of human  
nature. While a sense of inclusion is necessary for us to thrive, ex-
clusion, when systematized, can have devastating and far-reaching 
consequences.

Santiago Sierra’s work directs our attention towards inequalities in  
society caused by systematic exclusion. Since the 1990s he has been 
making socially engaged work that often takes the form of staged 
actions that are simple and striking. In his exhibition at Magasin 3 in 
2009, he installed an enormous light directed towards the neighbor-
ing Banana Company. Through this simple action, he encouraged us 
to reflect on the conditions behind the cultivation and exportation of 
this commodity. 

DOOR PLATE, the work placed at the entrance of this exhibition, takes 
exclusion to its extreme, rendering it absurd. It becomes clear, as 
we read the sign, that virtually no one is given permission to enter. 
The moment we enter the exhibition, however, the prohibition is an-
nulled by our action and we, as audience, enact a form of collective 
resistance.

Santiago Sierra was born in 1966 in Madrid, Spain, where he also 
lives and works.

DOOR PLATE, 2006. Collection Magasin 3. Photo courtesy: Lisson Gallery.



LARS NILSSON 

The Triumph of Style, 1998
Chandelier with 530 light bulbs, lightbox, table, lamp
Sculptures in fibreglass, fabric, leather
Dimensions variable 

Lars Nilsson’s work addresses issues of masculine identity, gender 
and sexuality in an uninhibited fashion, often revealing the fragility 
of the construction of human identity. The Triumph of Style was first 
shown at Magasin 3 in 2002, as part of a large solo exhibition of 
Nilsson’s work, and includes clothes and shoes worn by the artist 
himself. Having taken on the shape of his body over time, these items 
come to act as a form of alter ego. The body has left an indexical 
impression on the items, and they have acquired what the artist calls 
a “paradoxical authenticity.” In this work, the artist is both present and 
paradoxically absent.

The Triumph of Style features both male and female figures. It can 
be seen as a staging of masculine and feminine identity, as well as a 
visualization of the game being played out between the sexes. At the 
center of the scene, lit by an over-sized chandelier, lies a collapsed 
figure dressed in an elaborate velvet costume. Here “the figure of 
the Dandy has been brought to its culmination, body and clothes 
are the same thing.” (Gertrud Sandqvist, A Vein of Grief…, exhibition 
catalog, Magasin 3, 2002). The work touches upon some of the most 
vulnerable aspects of being human, highlighting the games we play 
for affection. 

Lars Nilsson was born in Stockholm in 1956, where he also lives and 
works.

The Triumph of Style, 1998 (detail). Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Anna Kleberg.



CHRISTIAN BOLTANSKI

Être et Avoir (To be and to have), 2008
Wooden figures, secondhand coats, lamps, detecting units with 
sound. Dimensions variable (complete installation: 45 figures)

In his work, Christian Boltanski has taken on the task of not only im-
mortalizing himself but also his fellow human beings. Our individual 
and collective memories are central to works that often bear the 
traces of human life. Since the 1960s, he has worked with video 
and conceptual installations, often drawing from archives of everyday 
objects. “I am interested in what I call ‘little memory’, an emotional 
memory, an everyday knowledge, the contrary of the Memory with a 
capital M that is preserved in history books. This little memory, which 
for me is what makes us unique, is extremely fragile, and disappears 
with death. This loss of identity, this equalization in forgetting is very 
difficult to accept.” (Christian Boltanski, Exhibition Catalogue no. 39, 
Magasin 3, 2008)

A person’s identity is shaped throughout his or her life and changes 
with experiences along the way. How we view and value ourselves 
forms, in part, the basis of how we are perceived by the world around 
us and how we in turn are remembered. Boltanski created Être et 
Avoir for a solo exhibition at Magasin 3 in fall 2008. Viewers’ move-
ments prompt the wooden figures to divulge something of who they 
are in short, seemingly simple, statements. The tone of these state-
ments varies: they are at times flat, descriptive or evaluative. Central 
to Boltanski’s work is the uniqueness of the individual, while here the 
figures together mirror a more general human experience. 

Christian Boltanski was born in 1944 in Paris, France, where he lives 
and works today.

Être et Avoir, 2008 (detail). Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Martin Runeborg.



SOFIA HULTÉN

Re re re re re, 2008
4 video films on monitors, duration: 8–12 min. loop
5 sculptures, wood and mixed media

Our ability to memorize is intrinsically linked to our ability to select; 
to memorize is also to suppress or distort. A memory of an object 
or a person is as much our own creation as it is a direct reflection of 
somebody or something. In this sense memories are always actively 
built. Constructed from loose fragments, they are shaped by subcon-
scious preferences.

Sofia Hultén’s works are based on found materials that she manipu-
lates and re-shapes in ways that imbue the process itself with mean-
ing. The work exhibited here, Re re re re re, was made for the exhi-
bition Betwixt at Magasin 3 in 2008. For this exhibition Hultén was 
invited to reflect on works by six other artists through the making of 
a new work. She used four old doors, whose individual marks and 
characteristics she tried to memorize, and built a single new door. 
In this way she created a unique object that contained remembered 
fragments of four different originals. The videos exhibited here along 
with the doors, show the meticulous process through which Hultén 
physically gives shape to the new door. She employs a combination 
of violence and patience in the process, illustrating our determination 
to recreate things exactly, the way we believe them to have been.  
Re re re re re stands for reconstruction, restoration, reverse, recom-
binant and retrodiction.

Sofia Hultén was born in Stockholm in 1972, and lives and works in 
Berlin, Germany.

Re re re re re, 2008. Collection Magasin 3. Installation view. Photo: Martin Runeborg.
Stills from video.



JOHN BOCK 

Im AtomeiterzinsKonflikt mit einer EierstockCapitalSaint, 2001 
(Mini-Max-Version, 2014)
Sculptures in fabric and mixed media (part of larger installation)
Dimensions variable

Hauptfilm, 2001
Video on monitor. Duration: 23 min. loop

In fairy tales from all different cultures, complex human traits are re-
duced to archetypes. Puppet-like, one-dimensional characters often 
populate these stories in which known behavioral patterns are simpli-
fied to create heightened drama and moral clarity. Characters in clas-
sic fairy tales are mostly either good or evil, clever or stupid, happy 
or sad. John Bock’s installations and performances make deliberate 
use of this reduction of character to address the patterns of behav-
ior and obsessions of our contemporary culture. Through a playful 
and elaborate staging process, Bock creates performances that often  
involve both himself and the audience. The performances are filmed 
and these films are later integrated into larger installations.

Im AtomeiterzinsKonflikt mit einer EierstockCapitalSaint is a site-spe-
cific work made for the exhibition Free Port at Magasin 3 in 2001. The 
performance seen in the film installed here, took place in the Free Port 
area and inside Magasin 3 on the opening day. John Bock’s shadow 
play was inspired by the grain silos behind Magasin 3. The work tells 
the story of a miller and his wife who inhabit a world populated by 
stumpy, headless sweater-figures, some of which have been allowed 
to invade this exhibition space (Mini-Max-Version).

John Bock was born in Gribbohm, Germany in 1965, and lives and 
works in Berlin.

Mini-Max-Version, 2014 (detail). Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



SAM TAYLOR-JOHNSON 
(FORMERLY KNOWN AS SAM TAYLOR-WOOD)

Brontosaurus, 1995
Video projection and sound
Edition 1/2
Duration: 10 min. loop

Photographer and filmmaker Sam Taylor-Johnson is known for mix-
ing the religious iconography of Renaissance and Baroque art with a 
contemporary and secular worldview.  She addresses the role of the 
individual in a culture that is obsessed with looks and consumption 
by exploring the boundaries between the sacral and the profane. One 
of her most celebrated works, David (2004), is a 107-minute long 
film of football player David Beckham filmed sleeping. In 2009 she 
directed her first feature film Nowhere Boy, based on the childhood 
experiences of Beatles member John Lennon.

In Brontosaurus we see a man dancing naked in his bedroom to 
fast techno music. In the finished work, Taylor-Johnson projects the 
filmed material in slow motion, replacing the original soundtrack with 
classical music (Samuel Barber’s Adagio for strings from 1936). 
Intentionally recorded in low resolution using a Hi8 video camera, the 
film is a reversal of established gender stereotypes. We are accus-
tomed to seeing close up studies of the female body, while a mov-
ing image of a naked man is less expected. Here, we are privy to a  
private moment, one that moves between beauty, joyfulness and 
sheer ridiculousness. The work is an expressive contemporary refer-
ence to classical themes in art such as the transience of life and the 
strength and vulnerability of the human body. 

Sam Taylor-Johnson was born in London, UK, in 1967, where she 
lives and works today.

Brontosaurus, 1995 (stills from video). Collection Magasin 3. 
Image courtesy: White Cube.



TOM FRIEDMAN

I’m Not Myself, 2009
Inkjet prints on paper
125 x 125.5 cm

Tom Friedman is an inquiring artist who follows his own particular and 
precise logic and creates astonishing objects out of everyday materi-
als. He encourages us to question how we see and what we consider 
to be real with an artistic sensibility that is at once serious, playful and 
profound. Friedman attempts to understand the world through his 
work and every new artwork represents an act of discovery. He hopes 
to create a space for his viewers to slow down, a space in which to 
explore new thoughts.

In his work I’m Not Myself, Friedman plays on a well-known expres-
sion. “I’m not myself” suggests that one doesn’t feel well, that one 
isn’t one’s usual self. But do we really have a usual self? Can we 
be something other than ourselves? There are various philosophical 
and spiritual approaches to understanding how we see ourselves. 
What constitutes the self? How constant or changing is the notion 
of the self over a lifetime? Friedman tries to distort images of himself 
through countless folded and crumpled photographic self-portraits. 
However, arranged in a line the prints are nevertheless recognizable 
as the same person.

Tom Friedman was born in 1965 in St. Louis, Missouri, USA. He 
lives and works in Massachusetts, USA. I’m Not Myself was part 
of Friedman’s solo exhibition Up in the Air presented at Magasin 3 
in spring 2010.

I’m Not Myself, 2009. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



MOONSPOON SALOON

The Clown, 2009
Papier-mâché, fabric, foam filler, paint
Dimensions variable

MoonspoonSaloon is a fashion label by artists Sara Sachs, Evren Teki-
noktay and Tal R. They describe themselves as a trio that “clashes 
naive Scandinavian design with loud west coast celebrity style in their 
own unique way. MoonspoonSaloon expresses creativity, bravery and 
personality with styles of original decent.” In fall 2009 Tal R had a 
solo exhibition at Magasin 3 and the clown suit is a memento from 
a performance staged on the opening night by MoonspoonSaloon, 
which at the time also included photographer Noam Griegst. Tal R is 
one of Denmark’s most internationally renowned artists. His art is full 
of color and has a deliberately naïve, abstract quality. 

The clown is usually associated with extravagant costumes, distinc-
tive makeup and exaggerated footwear. Often cast as a bumbling 
fool, the clown’s slapstick humor renders everyday actions and tasks 
extraordinary. His anti-social behavior and peculiar appearance can 
also be seen as monstrous and sinister. The clown is a potent figure, 
alluding to the human experience and switching abruptly between 
joy and sorrow. 

Tal R was born in Israel in 1967 and moved to Denmark as a child. 
He lives and works in Copenhagen. Sara Sachs, born 1973 in Copen-
hagen and based in Los Angeles, USA, is a fashion designer and 
performance artist with a background in costume design. Evren Teki-
noktay, born 1972 in Copenhagen, is a visual artist working mainly 
with collage paintings. Noam Griegst, born 1969 in Jerusalem, Israel, 
is a fashion photographer and artist who lives and works in Copen-
hagen and Paris.

MoonspoonSaloon performance, Oct 1, 2009, Enskilda Galleriet, Stockholm. 
The Clown, 2009. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Jesper Nordström.



AERNOUT MIK 

Flock, 2002
Video installation, 2 projections (silent)
Edition 1/4
Duration: 21:26 min. loop

Aernout Mik is known for his films and installations that portray, but 
are not direct representations of, social or political conflict. Through 
a conscious use of exhibition architecture, film and choreography, 
Mik creates imagery that mirrors latent social and political tensions. 
Confronted with near life-size groups of people, whose movements 
and behavior suggest social unrest, we are given no clue as to the 
specificity of the situation. As one critic describes it: “Mik gives shape 
to social ‘folds’: moments where we are invited to enter, and go along 
with, uprooted and uprooting situations.” (Mieke Bal, Art in America, 
Oct 28, 2013).

In Flock, first shown at Magasin 3 in a solo exhibition in 2003, we see 
a group of people gathered as if waiting. Their makeshift bags and  
accompanying animals give the impression that they are displaced, 
like refugees. One of the animals turns out to be a fake – a robot 
– a fact that heightens the theatricality of the scene and creates a 
disconnect with reality. Like herd-animals we gather strength from 
being part of a group but we also often unquestioningly follow the 
movement of others. The film’s enfolding space conveys the idea of 
the psychology of crisis in an immediate way. It creates the possibility 
of connecting with world events on an intimate, even bodily, level. 

Aernout Mik was born in Groningen in the Netherlands in 1962. He 
lives and works in Amsterdam and Berlin, Germany.

Flock, 2002 (stills from video). Collection Magasin 3.



LARA SCHNITGER

XXL, 2005
Sweaters, fabric, wood, pins
245 × 135 × 120 cm

Lara Schnitger makes work that is at once humorous, erotic and politi-
cal. Often made of old clothes and fabrics, the works always convey 
a sense of the hand-made even when they are large and spectacular 
in scale. Schnitger takes inspiration from people around her. Of the 
sweater piece exhibited here she says: “A friend was talking about 
these wild housewives you see sometimes. They’re really big and 
wear amazing weird looking purple sweaters. They’re often seen as 
low class and ugly. I wanted to change the view of these ladies into 
something really beautiful. So I made this flower bouquet-like hour-
glass figure.”(Exhibition catalog, Magasin 3, 2005)

We tend to seek out human qualities in objects that we encounter to 
help us understand and relate to them. In Schnitger’s combination 
of sweaters and wood, we might see the fabric stretched across the 
wooden frame as exerting a vital tension on the materials or it might 
convey to us a sense of elegance or force. Schnitger has here created 
an abstraction of a human figure, the distillation of a certain character. 
The figure radiates a distinct self-confidence which makes its title, 
XXL, into a positive affirmation.

Lara Schnitger was born in Haarlem in the Netherlands in 1969. She 
lives and works in Los Angeles, USA.

XXL, 2005. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Mattias Givell.



DAVID HAMMONS

Standing Room Only, 1996
Taxidermied cat on wooden drum
80.5 × 40 × 40 cm

David Hammons combines a minimalist visual language, which he 
has been developing since the 1970s, with interventions that address 
complex social issues such as racism and other forms of social exclu-
sion. Hammons seeks out paradoxes to question everyday phenom-
ena and their impact on the individual. 

Consisting of a cat and a drum, the sculpture, despite its simplicity, is 
full of connotations of racial conflict. The title, Standing Room Only, 
is an expression used when a concert or sporting event is so well 
attended that only standing room remains. The drum is a jazz instru-
ment and a cat – in colloquial terms, ‘cool cat’ – is a skilled musi-
cian. But considered within the context of Afro-American history, the 
pale, stuffed cat asleep on the drum, recalls discriminatory inequali-
ties, casting the artwork’s underlying message in a significantly more 
negative light. Hammons’s works can be seen as riddles that speak of 
the fear of the unknown and exclusionary social structures. 

David Hammons was born in 1943 in Springfield, USA. He lives and 
works in New York. The sculpture Standing Room Only was shown 
in fall 2002/spring 2003 at Magasin 3 as part of the exhibition Exten-
sion: Works from the Collection. 

Standing Room Only, 1996. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



ANDREA ZITTEL

Clasp, 2010
Mohair yarn, plaster cast
124 x 35 x 154 cm
 
Andrea Zittel is most closely associated with the remarkable utopian 
structures she calls living systems which explore what we humans 
need for survival. For over two decades, she has created minimal 
households in which everyday activities such as sleeping, eating, 
cooking and socializing become artistic actions. Zittel’s projects are 
deeply rooted in her own daily life and her work draws on architecture, 
painting, photography, design, textiles and cooking. Her experiments 
have included dressing in the same home-sewn uniform for months 
on end, living on an artificial island, and living without measured time. 

Crocheting is a key part of Andrea Zittel’s everyday life, and as with 
most of her undertakings, she introduces self-imposed rules. Each 
crocheting project is based on specific parameters that dictate the 
final form. Her framework for creating Clasp meant that although it 
initially resembled a rug, she finally chose to cast it as a piece of 
clothing. For Zittel, rules represent the possibility of freedom, while for 
others they are seen as quite the opposite. The different approaches 
foreground the individual’s view of the world and our place in it. 
 
Andrea Zittel was born in 1965 in Escondido, USA. She divides her 
time between A-Z West in the desert in Joshua Tree, California and 
A-Z East in Brooklyn, New York. Clasp was part of her solo exhibition 
Lay of My Land at Magasin 3 in fall 2011.

Clasp, 2010. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



ERIK AALTO

The object is performance, 2011
Video on monitor
Edition 1/3
Duration: 8 min. loop
Person: Erik Aalto. Voice: Richard Julin. Sound: Andreas Franck

The image that we project onto the outside world often bears little 
relation to who we are in private. What we show publicly is often only 
a surface self, a shell constructed to protect ourselves as much as to 
consciously deceieve or impress.

Erik Aalto is perhaps best known for his alter ego Sir Eric Beyond, 
whose album Sir Eric Beyond and the Avant-garde (2006) was nomi-
nated for Best Album by Swedish Radio’s P3. Working with music, 
performance and installation, Aalto himself appears in his work in  
different guises, thereby making the notion of the constructed self 
more explicit. On February 10th 2011 Aalto presented Antidote at 
Magasin 3, a performance and concert that segued into an exhibition 
in which this film was also shown. 

The scenario set out in the film is simple: Aalto himself being inter-
viewed about his work. His answers, however, are drowned out by the 
noise his shiny trousers make as they rub against the armchair. In a 
funny and poignant way, Aalto deflates the layers of construction that 
go into the making of a public persona. He reveals the fragility of this 
construction with an acute sense of self-awareness, pointing towards 
the insecurity and pretention that can go into the projection of a self 
onto the outside world. 

Erik Aalto was born in Hässleholm, Sweden, in 1974, and lives and 
works in Stockholm.

The object is performance, 2011 (still from video). Collection Magasin 3.

Art App: Call and Response 
Call and Response is an art app created especially for Erik Aalto’s 
exhibition Antidote which was part of Magasin 3’s Performancexhibi-
tion in 2011. It is an interactive video adaptation of Aalto’s artwork 
The object is performance and can be downloaded on iTunes for 
iPhone and iPad.



GERALDINE SWAYNE

The Quick and the Dead, 2012; Hong Kong Beauty, 2012; 
Boucheresque, 2012; Masked Girl on Stripey Chair, 2012; 
Japanese Spankers, 2012; Saucy Primary School Teachers, 
2012; Girl in a Mask, 2012; Untitled, 2013; Untitled, 2013; 
Untitled, 2013
Enamel on aluminium or copper
Different dimensions, approx. 8 × 10 cm

Geraldine Swayne is a London-based artist, musician and filmmaker. 
This exhibition includes ten of her paintings, showcasing small, every-
day portraits of friends and acquaintances as well as depicting more 
intimate, erotic moments. On aluminum or copper panels, she paints 
perceived or imagined snapshots from her life as an artist and musi-
cian. A member of the Krautrock group Faust, Swayne often incorpo-
rates painting into her stage performances as well as documenting 
her experimental performance work in her paintings. 
 
The small format she chooses to work in draws the viewer close, 
allowing for an intimate encounter between the viewer and the paint-
ing. And while Swayne’s subject matter is drawn from her own life, 
her paintings portray universal human traits and states of mind.  
“I paint atmospheres. The insinuated, unspoken and unspeakable  
(often funny) evidence of the human personality. The bodies and 
faces of the subjects I choose reflect an interior mystery, and I try to 
amplify this riddle in the rendition of the subject.” (Geraldine Swayne 
via her website)

Geraldine Swayne was born in 1965 in England. She lives and works 
in London.

Japanese Spankers, 2012. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



OSCAR GUERMOUCHE

I’m Still Here, 2012
Ink on paper
59 × 42 cm

Oscar Guermouche’s pen and ink drawing I’m Still Here, despite 
being a portrait, is among the least figurative works of the exhibition. 
Based on a summer radio show from 2008 with actor and martial  
artist Dolph Lundgren, the work is a long quote transcribed from  
spoken word to handwritten text. Guermouche’s choice of typeface, 
font size and line length emphasizes the intensity of the talk as if it 
had sprung from another mental, almost manic state. 

Guermouche often works with quotations and the displacement of 
texts. Listening to Dolph Lundgren’s talk show he was fascinated  
by the narrative’s construction of the subject. Lundgren switches  
between talking about himself in the first and third person. At times 
personal and emotional, he then suddenly takes on the macho char-
acter that permeates his films. He tells the story of family ties that 
shaped his character and the events that set him on his life path. 

The title of the work is taken from the mockumentary I’m Still Here, 
which purports to follow Joaquin Phoenix in his career transition from 
actor to rap artist. The film shows a displacement of subject and  
object, with Phoenix playing himself – and yet not. The drawing in 
turn gives its name to the entire exhibition at Magasin 3. It acts as 
reassuring confirmation of the individual’s search for meaning, like a 
poetic description of the human state. 

Oscar Guermouche was born in 1977 in Stockholm, Sweden. He lives 
and works on the island of Öland.

I’m Still Here, 2012. Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Christian Saltas.



LAURIE SIMMONS & ALLAN MCCOLLUM

Actual Photos, 1985
Silver dye bleach print. From a series of 51 photographs
Edition of 10. Each 25 × 20 cm
 
Laurie Simmons and Allan McCollum joined forces in the 1980s to 
create Actual Photos, a series of 51 photographic portraits of min-
iscule figures used in the smallest-scale model train sets. Simmons 
and McCollum took the head shots through a microscope against  
different colored monochromatic backgrounds. The hand-painted 
facial features of the plastic figures are normally not visible to the 
human eye but work as different character types in their given envi-
ronment. However, surprising characteristics emerge when magni-
fied under a microscope: eerie, blurred features, grotesque deforma-
tions and droll details. Some are carefully painted, others slipshoddily  
finished with a single daub of a brush. 

Both Simmons and McCollum use mass produced objects in their 
work as a substitute for reality, pointing in different ways to the  
anomie engendered in a society characterized by mass production. 
In Actual Photos the artists use mass-produced yet hand-painted 
figures. These portraits call to mind a range of art-historical and  
personal references while at the same time evoking emotional  
recognition and stereotypical categorization. American art critic  
Roberta Smith summed up her impressions of the series in an article 
in Art in America (1986) describing how: “…the series does convey 
an undeniable sense of human fragility, imperfection and decay – the 
way of all flesh.”
 
Laurie Simmons was born in 1949 in New York, USA, where she also 
lives and works. Allan McCollum was born in 1944 in Los Angeles, 
USA. He lives and works in New York, USA.

HM-6-B from the series Actual Photos, 1985. Collection Magasin 3. 
Image (slightly cropped) courtesy: Laurie Simmons and Salon 94.



PIPILOTTI RIST

Tyngdkraft, var min vän (Gravity, Be My Friend), 2007
Audio video installation: 2 projections onto screens mounted on the 
ceiling, two wild carpet sculptures for the audience to lie on, sound 
system 
Edition 1/3
Music: Anders Guggisberg and Pipilotti Rist
Duration: 10:10 min. loop and 12:24 min. loop

Tyngdkraft, var min vän (Gravity, Be My Friend) is an immersive audio 
video installation produced especially for Magasin 3. In early 2007, 
Pipilotti Rist came to stay in Stockholm for an extended period, and 
as part of what was to be her first solo exhibition in Scandinavia, she 
put the finishing touches to this large-scale work inside the gallery 
itself. At the time she described her intention as follows: “With this 
work I want to encompass a flash of consciousness in the spectators’ 
minds, a kind of mildness to themselves and a relativization of their 
problems.”

By inviting us to take our shoes off and lie down, possibly next to a 
stranger, Rist gently challenges established convention and encour-
ages us to leave our everyday selves behind. In a soothing stream of 
color, movement and sound, we are transported to a place that could 
be at the origin of time or possibly even the future. Who we are and 
where we are going, matters little as we lie down here, enthralled by 
the artwork inside a sphere that seems to originate from both within 
and around us.

Piplotti Rist was born in 1962 in Grabs, in the Swiss Rhine Valley. She 
lives and works in Zurich and in the mountains of Switzerland.

Tyngdkraft, var min vän (Gravity, Be My Friend), 2007 (installation view). 
Collection Magasin 3. Photo: Johan Warden.



Tyngdkraft, var min vän (Gravity, Be My Friend), 2007 (stills from video). 
Collection Magasin 3.
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THE DRAWING ROOM
February 15 – December 14, 2014 
Curator: David Neuman

I’M STILL HERE
February 15 – December 14, 2014 
Curators: Richard Julin & Tessa Praun

SIOBHÁN HAPASKA 
September 28, 2013 – June 8, 2014 
Curator: Richard Julin

OTHERWORLDLY 
September 28, 2013 – June 8, 2014 
Curator: Bronwyn Griffith 

OPENING HOURS
Thurs 11 am–7 pm, Fri–Sun 11 am–5 pm during the season.

PROGRAMS & RESOURCES
Guided tours and lectures are offered regularly, and audioguides are 
available free of charge for selected exhibitions. Visit our website for 
current information. Our on-site reference library contains a unique 
collection of literature with a focus on current and previous exhibitions 
as well as artists in our collection.

ADDRESS & CONTACT
Magasin 3 Stockholm Konsthall, Frihamnsgatan 28, 115 56 Stockholm
Tel 08-545 680 40, www.magasin3.com
Bus 1 or 76 to Frihamnen

Magasin 3 is an independent cultural organization under the auspices 
of the private company Proventus AB.


